• Propose a modified multi-path NUM model.
Introduction
In a multi-path environment with sets of sources N and links L, each source can transmit data on several paths. In this work, s indicates the set of paths/subflows from source s and R s,i is the i-th path of source s. The canonical multi-path network utility maximization (NUM) problem, which is directly extended from the single-path NUM, has the following form:
Max. In many current works on canonical multi-path NUM [8, 5, 19, 9, 6] , the authors performed either subtraction or addition of a strictly convex or concave function from or to the objective in order to transform the multi-path NUM into a strictly convex problem. This new problem is distributively solved either by primal or dual approach. The results are globally optimal solutions. However, the new strictly convex problems remain non-separable. As such, they do not fully model the case of a multi-path user having paths with different characteristics, namely, different round-trip-times (RTT). On the other hand, current TCPs are window-based update protocols, whereas the algorithms in [8, 5, 19, 9, 6] are rate-based updates. Hence, deploying them to current Internet is challenging. Authors in [20, 21] recently showed that the transport protocol derived from the canonical multi-path NUM has flappiness in the subflows in packet-level simulation caused by the multiple solutions of the non-strictly convex optimization problem.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to overcome the above issues. We introduce a modified strictly concave utility function for the multi-path user. The multi-path NUM is solved afterward using the successive approximation method. The sequence of solutions to approximation problems generated the algorithm converges to the unique global optimal solution of the multi-path NUM. Each approximation problem is solved for a solution using dual-based gradient approach [11] .
In going beyond the previous works, we establish a connection between the theoretical model and the practical design of multipath TCPs. Utilizing the separability of the approximation problem and the dual-based approach of the algorithm, a series of multipath TCPs is designed based on the reverse engineering frameworks of the current TCPs [10] . The proposed multi-path TCPs are completely compatible with current TCPs. Running our proposed multi-path TCP in a single-path environment is exactly like running a regular single-path TCP.
The successive approximation approach is introduced in [13] , and is usually applied to geometric programming in power control problems, such as in [3, 15, 17] , to approximate non-convex capacity constraints. In this paper, we utilize this method by approximating the non-separable objective into a new strictly concave and separable one. Our previous work also utilizes this method to approximate both objective and power constraints of NUM to jointly control the power and rate in multi-hop wireless networks supporting multi-class traffic [18] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the multi-path NUM model, and applies the successive approximation approach to solve the problem. In Section 3, we design multi-path Vegas, multi-path Reno, and general form of multi-path TCP based on the theoretical analysis. Multi-path Reno experiments and conclusions are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Notations T , and θ [θ
T .
Analysis

Multi-path NUM model
We consider the following multi-path NUM problem in this paper:
Main Problem:
where ϵ is a small strictly positive number, and ϵ < 1. In the Main Problem, each source s is associated with a new utility function 
The equality of (1) holds if and only if
By denoting
as a function of x s,i parameterized by θ s,i , the approximation of Main Problem is as follows Approximation Problem:
Approximation Problem is exactly the basic NUM problem in which a new separable and strictly concave utility is associated with each subflow. Therefore, given θ, the network treats each subflow as a separate flow. Approximation Problem is solved by the dual-based decomposition method as described in [11] .
The dual function is given by
and the dual problem is min λ≽0 D(λ). 
where
The congestion price update of each link is obtained by applying the projected gradient descent algorithm for the dual problem:
where step-size κ is sufficiently small for the convergence of the algorithm, and [a] + = max(a, 0). Proof. The following parameters are defined for a convenient presentation:
Successive approximation algorithm
objective of Main Problem;
: objective of the approximation problem given θ.
We apply Zangwill's Global Convergence Theorem [22] on the convergence proof. Function G(x) is used as the ascent function, and the solution set is then defined as the set of the optimal solutions of Main Problem.
The solution to Approximation Problem indeed increases the objective of Main Problem per iteration due to the following equality and inequalities:
Equality (6) is obtained from replacing θ s,i (τ ) by
. The assumptions A1-2 guarantee that the approximation utilityŨ s,i (x s,i ) satisfies conditions C1-2 in [11] , par-
and s ∈ N . As a result, the dual-based algorithm converges to the optimal value of the primal problem, i.e., the approximation problem. Hence, (7) is always satisfied since x ∞ (τ ) is the optimal solution of Approximation Problem given θ(τ ). Finally, inequality (8) is satisfied because of (1). Therefore, the sequence {G(x ∞ (τ ))}, τ = 0, 1, . . . increases in every iteration. The convergence conditions according to Zangwill's Global Convergence Theorem are now verified point-by-point:
1. the feasible regions of Approximation Problems and Main Problem are identical and are the compact sets.
if x
is not a solution to Main Problem, we prove that
The equality of Jensen's inequality (8) holds. Thus, θ s,i (τ ) which is assigned by
at the beginning of the iteration is equal to
On the other hand, x ∞ (τ ) and the corresponding dual value λ ∞ (τ ) are the primal-dual optimal solutions to Approximation Problem according to [11] . Thus, they satisfy the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of Approximation Problem:
for all s ∈ N and i ∈ s, we prove that x ∞ (τ ) is a global optimal solution to Main Problem. The following equalities are obtained
.
Therefore,
Proofs of all the other partial differential equations are similar.
The remaining conditions (10)- (12) are the same. Combined with Slater's assumption, the KKT conditions are also sufficient for x ∞ (τ ) to be a global optimal solution to Main Problem [2] .
Since G(x
is also a solution to Main Problem, which is a contradiction.
4. Each iteration in Algorithm 1 is a closed point-to-set mapping [4] .
According to Zangwill's convergence theorem [22] , any accumula-
Main Problem (recall that the solution set is defined as the set of solutions to Main Problem). Main Problem is a strictly convex optimization problem as ϵ > 0. The optimal point is unique [1] . Since the sequence {x ∞ (τ )}, τ = 1, 2, . . . is bounded and has a unique accumulation point, it converges to the unique optimal solution of Main Problem [12] .
Notice that Algorithm 1 has two levels of convergence. The outer-iterations update θ and the inner-iterations are indeed the standard dual-based algorithm solving the NUM with a new utility function. Although only local information is required to update θ s for each source, the network theoretically needs to be stable before updating θ which is the information from all the other sources.
Recognizing network stationary in each outer-iteration is difficult in the practical implementation, especially in time-varying environment. We apply a heuristic algorithm by fixing the number of inner-iterations in every outer-iteration, i.e., 50 inner-iterations in the experiments. The dual-based gradient algorithm monotonically decreases the dual function in every step given a sufficiently small step-size (see [11] ). However, the monotonic increase of the objective of the primal problem is not guaranteed. Hence, the heuristic algorithm does not theoretically guarantee an increase in aggregate utility in every outer-step. Nevertheless, the heuristic algorithm still converges even with a small number of inneriterations in many experiments.
Multi-path TCPs
This section discusses the design of multi-path TCPs (MTCPs) based on the theoretical analysis in Section 2. We focus on three main targets in designing MTCPs:
1. MTCPs must be compatible with current single-path TCPs, i.e., they perform exactly the same as the corresponding singlepath TCPs if they are used in a single-path environment. 2. the model must address the mismatch parameters between paths from one source, such as different backlog packets in Vegas or different round-trip-times (RTT) in Reno. 3. protocols can be implemented online.
It has been known that current single-path TCPs are implicit solutions to the NUM problems with particular utility functions [10] . is difficult to use to forward engineering. We will use the parameterθ instead of θ in the deployments.
The number of inner-iterations is fixed in N iterations for online implementation.θ is updated after each N iterations. The following subsections are three examples of deploying our theoretical framework to design three new multi-path TCPs, which are compatible with their corresponding TCPs, i.e., Vegas, Reno, and general Reno. as normal. From (4), we have
Multi-path Vegas (mVegas)
at the equilibrium point. As a result, the window-size and the rate updates of multi-path Vegas in one time-slot are as follows (15) and (14) become exactly the rate and windowsize updates of (single-path) TCP Vegas, respectively. Therefore, mVegas can coexist with the current Vegas. The link prices, i.e., the queue sizes, are implicitly updated. The total congestion price of the entire path is feed-backed to the source in acknowledgment packets.
Multi-path Reno (mReno)
With a small loss rate, the implicit utility function of TCP Reno for single-path user is given by U s (x s ) = − 
The approximation inequality becomes
is obtained at the equilibrium point. Thus, we construct the rate update of mReno in one time-slot as follows
Since x = w D , the window-size update in 1 time-slot is given by 
D s x s
 is also used as the implicit utility for TCP Reno. Therefore, the rate update has the form
With small loss-rate assumption, 1 − q s ≈ 1. Hence, .) There is a subtle difference between the increase parts of the above two updates. The protocol is implemented ''in every RTT, the window-size increases by 1 if the sender receives an ACK'' in the former, whereas ''the window-size increases by 1 in every RTT'' with the latter. Two schemes obtain similar results under the small packet-loss assumption, and both are used commonly [10, 20, 21] .
General multi-path TCP (GMTCP)
General TCP algorithm increases the rate by A s (x s (t)) with each positive acknowledgment, and decreases it by B s (x s (t)) with each negative acknowledgment. Therefore, the utility function derived from the reverse engineering model is given by
dx [10] . For example, with (k, l) = (0, 1), Binomial TCP becomes TCP Reno.
We also construct GMTCP based on the Binomial TCP with an analogous framework used in mReno. The utility function for the multi-path user is
dx.
Using the small loss-rate assumption yields
. (The first term of (19) is obtained by
x.) Finally, the rate update of GMTCP is given by
+ . . Whichever value we choose, it plays the compatibility role for the multi-path TCP to the single-path flows. Therefore, the single-path TCP does not need to change. Using D min s implies that the network will treat the multi-path user as a singlepath user on the path with the minimum RTT, which is logical in the multi-path routing where the multi-path user should inherit the good characteristic of its best path.
mReno experiments
The experiments verify the theoretical result as well as evaluate the performance of mReno in the packet-level simulation. In theoretical experiments, we observe the convergence of the algorithm, and obtain the optimal solution. The RTT is approximated to be double the propagation delay in the calculation. The constant step-size κ = 10 −5 is used. The algorithm is considered as convergence if the difference between two consecutive values of the aggregate utility is less than an error tolerance, i.e., |
. In packet-level experiments, we build our code based on the open source code of IETF's MPTCP [14] . Single-path users use normal TCP Reno whereas multi-path users use mReno. The marking probability scheme RED is used. We choose the number of inneriterations N = 50 in all experiments except that in Section 4. 
Convergence of the algorithm
In this experiment, we observe the impact of the number of inner-iterations in each outer-step on the convergence time of Algorithm 1. Consider the two-bottleneck-link network as described in Fig. 1(b) . The RTTs of two links are 100 and 400 ms. Fig. 2(a) shows the rapid decrease of the number of outeriterations to converge when we increase the number of inneriterations. However, the total number of iterations in all the outer-steps, i.e., the actual iterations, tends to increase as the number of inner-iterations increases as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The larger number of inner-iterations results in less calculation but longer convergence time.
One-bottleneck-link topology
This experiment aimed to demonstrate the effect of parameter ϵ on the convergence of the protocol. Consider a network with two flows (a multi-path flow and a single-path flow) on one bottleneck link (see Fig. 1(a) ). The link capacity is 4 Mbps. We assume that the two paths of the multi-path user have the same RTTs. When ϵ = 0, the multi-path and single-path flows are stable and fairly share the link's bandwidth in the packet-level simulation (Fig. 3(b) ). However, flappiness occurs in the subflows of the multi-path user as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Actually, the flappiness of the multi-path protocol directly derived from the canonical NUM model has been shown in [21, 7] . The reason is from the multiple optimal solutions of Main Problem as ϵ = 0. In this case, any subflow rate allocation with a total that equals to 2 Mbps is an optimal solution.
When ϵ is strictly positive, i.e., ϵ = 0.05, Main Problem has a unique solution. The subflow rates are no longer flappy (see Fig. 3(c) ). When ϵ increases, Jain's fairness index between two flows decreases. 5 In Fig. 4 , a larger ϵ worsens the fairness. When ϵ = 1, the network treats each subflow as an independent flow.
The first term of the multi-path utility is zero. Hence, the multipath flow with two subflows is actually two single-path flows. Its rate doubles the single-path user's rate. 
Two-bottleneck-link topology
The two-bottleneck-link topology with three users, namely, one multi-path user and two single-path users, is considered (see Fig. 1(b) ). The network is monitored in 1000 s (500 samples). The flows are on/off in the following pattern:
1. 0-250 s: only multi-path user runs, 2. 250-500 s: multi-path user and one single-path user run, 3. 500-750 s: multi-path user and both single-path users run, and 4. 750-1000 s: only multi-path user runs. Fig. 5 show the rate evolutions of the flows and subflows in four phases. With the absence of the single-path flows in phases 1 and 4, two subflows of the multi-path user take the entire bandwidth of the two links for transmission. In phase 2, the network only has the multi-path user and one single-path user on the shorter-RTT link. Subflow rate on path 1 decreases, and the multi-path user shifts its main traffic to path 2 to reserve the bandwidth on link 1 for single-path user 1 in both same and different RTT cases. In phase 3, when two links have the same RTTs, two subflow rates of the multi-path user are close together, and the two single-path users are too (Fig. 5(a)-(b) , Table 1 ). When two links have different RTTs, the total rate of the multi-path flow is slightly higher than the rate of single-path flow 1 on the shorter-RTT link. However, it is much higher than that of single-path flow 2 on the longer-RTT link (Fig. 5(c)-(d) , Table 1 ). In all of four phases, same RTTs as well as 
Comparison with MPTCP
In this experiment, we compare our mReno to the multi-path transport protocol in [20, 21, 16] (MPTCP) in terms of three goals:
1. (Improve-throughput) the multi-path flow rate must be at least as if it was a single-path flow on its best path;
2. (Do-not-harm) the multi-path flows should not take more bandwidth on a path than if it was a single-path flow on that path; and 3. (Balance-congestion) a multi-path flow tends to shift the traffic off the congested path.
First, we notice that with utility function faster than allocating more rate to flow 2. As such, TCP Reno is known to discriminate against the path with a (  i∈s x s,i ) 2 when ϵ is small. Hence, the mReno's controller always tries to balance congestion prices among its paths. If the congestion on one path is higher than that of the other paths, the rate allocated on this path will be reduced to decrease congestion. Balancing is perfect if ϵ = 0. However, flappiness occurs as ϵ = 0. When ϵ increases, the multi-path controller is less balanced as the approximation is no longer correct, but the flappiness is reduced as we have mentioned. This fact also agrees with a characteristic of MPTCP, where a trade-off between flappiness and load-balancing in the multi-path controller is observed [20, Section 2.1].
We now consider Goal 2. In Table 1 , in the case with different RTTs, mReno results in a higher subflow 2 rate of the multi-path user than the rate of the single-path on the same link, i.e., MP2 > SP2. This result does not satisfy Goal 2 in the three design objectives of MPTCP. The multi-path user ''harms'' the single-path user on link 2. We apply the same technique as MPTCP to address Goal 3, i.e., bounding the increase part of every subflow without exceeding the increment as if it was a single-path flow on the same path [20, 21] . As a result, the window-size of the bound mReno (Bound mReno) increases by 1 ifθ ≥ 1 and by (1−ϵ)θ Fig. 6 shows the results of Bound mReno and MPTCP satisfying do-not-harm objective, whereas the (unbound) mReno does not. The rates of flows and subflows from Bound mReno are also close to those obtained from MPTCP.
Conclusions
We proposed a modified multi-path NUM problem, and solved it using successive approximation approach. Utilizing Jensen's inequality, we approximated the multi-path NUM to a separable and strictly convex problem. The solution sequence generated by solving the approximation problems successively is proven to converge to the globally optimal solution of the multi-path NUM. Based on the reverse engineering framework of TCPs, we also develop a series of multi-path TCPs compatible with the current single-path TCPs. Experiments on mReno show that the practical results are close to the theoretical results. A comparison with MPTCP is also presented. By bounding the increasing part of mReno, our multi-path protocol satisfies the three design goals of MPTCP.
